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In compliance with the new Engineering Professions Act (No. 46 of 2000) requirements, LIASA endeavours to assist her members 
in keeping up on technological developments that impact on their registration.  LIASA most earnestly support ECSA in their search 
for professional service excellence and pursuit of continued professional development’. EDUCOM keeps you up to date on ECSA 
and industry related news. 

 
  NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:   Chairman: Sanjeev Singh; Treasurer: David Kleinhans; Secretary: Dr Theo Kleinhans; 

D/Chair:Rodney Coetzee; EXCO: Schalk v.d. Merwe; Willem du Toit; Clarence Thompson;  Philip Glaus;  Jacky Gokamilwe 
 

       DOYENS OF THE INDUSTRY:   Buddie Ceroni (2004);   Schalk van der Merwe (2005);   Dr Theo Kleinhans (2006);   Willem du Toit (2008)   
 

 
 

LIASA  AGM  -  FRIDAY  12TH  JUNE  2009 
 

Although 18 members attended this year’s AGM on Friday 15th 
June, 5 had to leave early because of other commitments. 
Although attendance was therefore at quorum level, it was mostly 
the older die-hards who attended, so election of a new committee 
had to stand down to the next meeting on Friday 14th August. 
Chairman Sanjeev Singh has already given notice of his intention 
to stand down as soon as a new LIASA Chairman is elected. 
 
We again requested nominations from the younger up-coming 
members to stand for office, or at least nominate peer colleagues 
who sometimes only need some peer support to open their minds 
on office acceptance. Why the reticence to stand for office? We 
again requested that members make every effort to attend the 
August meeting, especially now that Otis employees appear not 
to get involved in active committee and industry meeting 
attendance.  Since concept, Schindler and Otis current and ex-
employee staff have been the backbone of LIASA. 

 
 

 
 

ECSA  PRESIDENT’S  FORUM 
 

I was again privileged to attend the above august meeting on 
Wednesday 5th August, representing LIASA as an ECSA 
recognized voluntary association (VA). Very illustrious ‘Captains 
of Industry’ were present in the form of presidents, chairmen and 
CEO’s of their organizations and associations. It could be called a 
who’s who of the iron and steel engineering industries. Some of 
the presidents such as the SA Electrical Engineers, SA 
Mechanical and SA Production Engineers represent thousand of 
professionally registered members. 
 
ECSA President Trueman Goba chaired the meeting, assisted by 
Acting ECSA CEO, Prof Hugh Hanrahan. The agenda nucleated 
around proactive forward planning to support the VA’s in the 
development of their members, inclusive of continued profession- 

 
-al development (CPD) input. Built into these initiatives are 
the Government’s drives towards normalized 
transformation. Obviously, the VA’s as membership 
bodies, have neither the desire nor the funds to get involved 
actively at the levels suggested by Government.  
 
Captains of Industry representing industry giants such as 
ESCOM, TELKOM, SAPPI/MONDE etc are more fiscally 
geared through their enormous budgets to effect a 
meaningful change in this sphere of operations. 
 
New buzz-words were bandied around where we were 
motivated to come up with proposals towards an 
“Ingenious Campaign” through a “Proactive Policy” 
methodology that would meet the representative manpower 
requirements of the future South Africa. 
 
It was very noticeable to me that the vast majority of 
representatives present was tried and tested mature 
executives. The number present under the age of 50 could 
be counted on one hand. At the cocktail function afterwards 
I raised this with some of these august colleagues who all 
have the same problem. The younger whizz-kids are too 
busy making money than to get involved in voluntary gratis 
functions such as running a representative association. 
 
A pole above water was President Goba’s ‘Terms of 
Reference’ with the ECSA President’s Forum, very highly 
regarded by the Captains of Industry. The purpose of the 
Forum was to facilitate dialogue amongst the recognized 
VA’s; increase the channels of communication between 
ECSA and the VA’s to discuss areas of mutual interest and 
concern; and above all to create a platform for the sharing 
of information and ideas … all the above as opposed to 
being only a decision-making body. 
 
A natural conclusionery result was that I came away with 
many new ideas that can hopefully be cascaded down to the 
LIASA Excom to convert them into fruition, along with the 
 



 
parallel efforts of my illustrious colleagues in our sister 
associations. The fact that LIASA was by far the Cinderella did 
not bother me for we are considered in high esteem in what we 
have accomplished over 16 years under ECSA guidance. Only 
now are the foundation inputs of the LIRC founder members 
appreciated, such as Jan van Wyk, founder chairman, Theo 
Kleinhans as his founder deputy and now incumbent chairman; 
chairmen of the LIRC Education sub-committee Mike Russell, 
Theo Kleinhans, Bruno Isler; and Willem du Toit, the present 
incumbent. Not to be underscored are the other LIRC founder 
members not mentioned above that made enormous contributions 
in the persons of Laurie Square, Paul Allan, Steve le Roux, Schalk 
van der Merwe and Peter Murray.       
 
At the end of 2009 three of the above stalwarts will have 
concluded 16 years of unbroken service to ECSA:  Jan van Wyk,  
Theo Kleinhans and Schalk van der Merwe. With the latter two 
standing down, this will be an immense loss of experience, 
knowledge and administrative expertise. ‘Oom Jan’ (van Wyk) as 
he is colloquially known, has been a veritable pillar of strength 
and knowledge of the standards and regulations over this 16-year 
period. As role-model he guided us through the initial 
requirements for ‘peer lift inspectors’ through to registration and 
the system as we know it today.  ECSA and the Lift Industry are 
indeed indebted to Oom Jan for his manifold contributions. 
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                                        Dr Theo Kleinhans    Pr Techni Eng     MSAIEE 

 
 
 
 
 

ECSA LIRC Committee 
 
It was previously tabled following several resignations from 
ECSA LIRC because of in-company promotions; especially of 
Otis, Schindler, Melco and Thyssen; that Dr Kleinhans again 
write to these companies requesting replacement nominations.  
From the new names received, ECSA Assistant Manager 
(Registrations) Ms Riana Starr tabled them below for formal 
submission on behalf of LIRC to ECSA Council for ratification. If 
acceptable, these cadre committee names will be submitted to the 
Honourable Minister for final approval and appointment … 
 
• ECSA Ex Officio    : Jan van Wyk & Malcolm Gow  
• Dept. of Labour     : Hlaks Monyaki 
• Dept. Minerals & E: Vacant 
• SABS                      : Vacant 
• Sapoa                      : Willem du Toit 
• LEASA                   : Vacant 
• ILASA                    : Clarence Thompson 
• LIASA                    : Sanjeev Singh & David Kleinhans 
• Multi-Nationals      : Hubert Damons (Schindler) 

                                             Hennie Hudson (Kone) 
                                             Tim Steenkamp (ThyssenKruppe) 
                                              Vacant (Otis & Melco) 
• Other Nominations: Ronnie Branders (WAC) 

                  Kurt Scholtz (Schindler) 
                  Eugene Ferreira (ESKOM) 

 
 

 
The above nominees are as per the written (letter-head 
substantiated) names in Ms Starr’s possession. Ms Starr 
confirmed that ONLY 14 names (as per the Professions Act 
of 2000) can be forwarded to Council for ratification. 
Should the vacancies therefore not be filled ASAP 
(following personal communications following the LIRC 
meeting of 11th August), then Council will be requested to 
accept names from the ‘Other Nominations’ list. 
 
Technically, if the above nominees have no impediments, 
then ECSA will as a matter of course ratify them for final 
election. This implies that the next ECSA LIRC meeting on 
Tuesday 13th October will see these nominees regularly 
nominated and elected within ECSA and appointed by the 
Honorable Minister of Labour. Their first task on the 13th 
will be to elect the Chair and Deputy Chair for the ensuing 
4-year term of LIRC office amongst themselves. We trust 
that providence will ensure that a new leader with fortitude 
and perseverance will come forward to lead ECSA LIRC to 
new heights of professionalism and achievement.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
SA  LIFT  INDUSTRY  PASSING  PARADE 

 
The President’s Forum dealt with candidates and mentors 
being appointed to mentor and guide the aspirant 
candidates selected for higher order training. At the cocktail 
dinner thereafter, some extensive debates were bandied 
about on the pros and cons of mentorship. The conversation 
swung around to the illustrious colleagues present, how 
they owed their current positions to their mentors. Almost 
without exception the group where I was standing, spoke 
about how they had been motivated to develop their innate 
abilities by maintaining focus over the years. 
 
It took me back to my beginning days at Schindler, where I 
had probably the top lift gurus in the country as my 
mentors. MD Rene Hassler that taught me all about 
business. In the 33 odd years that I served under him he 
never let up, training me to mentor my own 2IC and 3IC’s 
in similar fashion. In the enigmatic words of Colonel 
Scriven (aid de camp to Field Marshall Montgomery) in his 
memoirs where he extolled the virtues of Monty as his 
mentor, “... he’s the purest bastard that I ever knew … 
strict yet fair to the point of being a pain in the arse …”. 
Although written in typical army vernacular, one got the 
message. Only mentors like Monty and Rene could push 
your output to double what you ever thought possible. 
 
Heinz Althaus the perfect gentlemen, never ceased to 
amaze me with his use of the English language. Allowing 
me the privilege to attend a one-year technical writing 
course was the best present I could ever wish for. Heinz 
made it possible for me to study further, driving and 
motivating. What I achieved academically is mostly 
attributed to his foresight. 
 



 
 
‘Old Man’ Bill Clifton taught me all about lifts and escalators; 
from relay to (then) latest state of the art Aconic DC drives, 
throwing in the old 400 volt Johannesburg Council supplied DC 
two-phase directronics with pneumatic clutch. I remember 
blowing several mercury-arc rectifiers, costing more than my 
salary of R280 a month at that time, but Bill always called it part 
of our learning curve. He gave me foundation building inputs of 
never condemn, criticize or complain. He was never interested in 
our excuses on technical problems, only what WE were going to 
do to fix it. He only came up then with his wealth of technical 
knowledge. Mentors like Bill are born and bred specialists. 
 
How does one ever thank these gurus of the past, perfectionists in 
their own rights  -  Giants in the Lift Industry. They can never 
really be equaled in stature. They have come and passed, and now 
it’s our turn to pass over the staffs they handed us to our 
successors, for the relay is never ever completed and the race run. 
 
That there are Bruno Islers’, Ronnie Branders’, Johan Kleinhans’, 
Eric Hogans’… all Schindler youngsters who started with nothing 
more than a resolve to do something with their lives. Today they 
have reached the top echelons in their sphere of operations, with 
graduate certificates that nobody can take away, with abilities that 
rank amongst the best in the Industry. May these candidates of 
yesteryear become the mentors of tomorrow. 
                       
                               In gratitude to Heinz, Bill and in memory of Rene 
                                                                                Theo Kleinhans 
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CANDIDATES  vs  MENTORSHIP 
 
 
There has been an ever increasing request for aspirant Lift 
Inspectors to be registered as candidates. Following the ECSA 
Central Registration Committee (CRC) meeting on 16th July, this 
was discussed extensively. It was unanimously agreed that in 
principle candidate should have at least the minimum academic 
qualification ultimately required for registration. This implies … 
 
• B Sc                for Pr Eng (professional engineer) 

 
• B Tech                for Pr Tech Eng (prof. technologist) 

 
• GCC  for Pr Cert Eng (p/certificated engineer) 

 
• National Diploma for Pr Techni Eng (prof. technician) 
 
Conclusionery to Lift Inspectors, an ECSA ‘specified scope’ 
cadre, this implies that an aspirant ‘candidate’ should have his 
national engineering diploma (N6/T4 or similar) as a minimum 
qualification to be registered. As such it was decided to abort any 
idea of registering Lift Inspector candidates (unless possibly that 
they have the requisite qualification as required for ‘technicians’). 
 
 
 

 
 

CONTINUED  PROFESSIONAL  
DEVELOPMENT  COMPLIANCE 

&  LIASA  ID  CARDS 
 

The CPD requirements for all ECSA cadres have been 
bandied around for the past 18 to 24 months, motivating 
extensive discussions for and against. Teething problems 
were experienced and many an RLI wanted to drop his 
registration on the premise that CPD compliance was too 
onerous. The bottom line … we must now all comply  -  it’s 
a Professions Act 2000 requirement!. 
 
You are aware that you require a minimum of 1 (yes, only 
one) CPD point for this year (2009). Following the ECSA 
LIRC meeting of 11th August, ECSA required to know 
what problems are still being experienced by our LIASA 
members to keep their CPD points/credits up to 
expectation.  
 

Have you found the ECSA web to be fully 
supportive? Has your voluntary 
association (LIASA) kept you fully 
informed with the various requirements of 
the Professions Act of 2000, etc? 

 
We would appreciate any feedback from our members! 

 
LIASA Assistant Secretary Bonnie Peden has already 
issued most of the new 2009 LIASA ID cards. They expire 
on 31st March 2010. The LIRC committee however 
discussed at their August meeting if this should not be as 
per the CPD 5-year term, firstly for continuity, and 
secondly to conserve the cost of printing and issuing them 
annually. This was proposed by ECSA Assist. Registration 
Manager Ms Riana Starr as she felt that it should be linked 
to membership, which in turn is linked to the CPD 
compliance. 
 
   LIRC accordingly requires a formal reply from LIASA! 
 
 
  
 

ECSA  CPD  -  LIASA  COURSES 
 
 

Between 18 and 24 months ago, Dr Theo Kleinhans and 
Sanjeev Singh had to come up with a presentation to ECSA 
of LIASA’s proposed CPD courses for acceptance by 
ECSA, to be utilized as a kick-off list utilized for the 
ensuing 5 years of registration requirements. This was then 
to be followed up between Sanjeev (as National Executive 
Chairman of LIASA) and the ECSA Registration Manager 
to ensure that the 24-odd training seminars were acceptable 
for ‘registration’ with ECSA, meeting the minimal SAQUA 
requirements and being in line with the Professions Act. 
 
 
 



 
The August LIRC meeting produced the fact that this had not yet 
been finalized according to Ms Starr, requiring LIASA’s most 
urgent input. All these ‘accepted’ training  
 
vehicles must then be displayed on the LIASA web so that they 
are readily transparent and usable by LIASA members. All five 
ECSA registration cadres appear to have at least the minimal CPD 
requirements in place. It now only requires a concerted effort to 
round these all off, according to the ECSA Central Registration 
Committee (CRC) Chairman. 
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OCCUPATIONAL  HEALTH &  SAFETY  ACT  
vs  SANS  STANDARDS 

 
 
The August LIRC meeting discussed the fact as reported by Mr 
Hennie Hudson that Building Inspectors in KZN are inspecting 
their new Kone lift installations with the view to determine their 
SANS 72 standard (Fireman’s Lifts) compliance. This recently 
released standard ranks up there with the ‘risk’ standards of 
SANS 14798 and 50081-80. We state ‘new’ in as much as their 
incorporation into the OHSAct. The recent amendments to the 
OHSAct are deemed to be of little value if the amended Act is not 
gazetted (as Law). It is already too late for the above stated 
standards to be included in the imminent OHSAct gazettal, since 
they were not effectively available when the OHSAct 
amendments were carried out and finalized, so they will have to 
wait for the next round of amendments unless the new Act has 
been so worded as to include new on-board standards. 
 
Oom Jan van Wyk requested that a copy of this ‘finally amended’ 
OHSAct be attached to the LIRC minutes for the elucidation of 
all, but such a copy is not available to any of the members present. 
Mr Monyaki had previously advised LIRC that the changes 
submitted by LEASA and LIASA were considered in making the 
‘final amendments’, which was then handed to the DoL Advisory 
Committee for final acceptance by the Honourable Minister. Mr 
Hudson had the latest copy used by the LEA for their 
communication with DoL, which he undertook to e-mail to Ms 
Riana Starr for distribution with the LIRC minutes. 
 
Colleague Willem du Toit aired the fact that as soon as a standard 
is published by SABS, it becomes the latest available national 
standard, in our case in the Lift Industry, although TECHNI-
CALLY it cannot legally be deemed enforceable by Law if not 
incorporated as such within the OHSAct. 
 
It was again discussed about certain local independent lift service 
providers who are continuing to manufacture and install Goods 
Hoists under Driven Machinery Section 17, whereas they should 
be installing Goods only Access lifts under SANS 1545:5. As an 
example, we are aware of four 2-ton units very recently installed 
in Centurion on one site. Two of these units are known to have 
fallen recently from snapped ropes/sheared shafts … and so the 
saga continues. Mr Du Toit stated that he explains very intricately 
to his Lift Inspector Classes on the legality of what is published 
and what not. He stresses the common good engineering sense 
which drives practice, to apply the latest standards available from  

 
SABS because you know it is only a matter of time that 
they are going to be enshrined in Law ... 
 
Oom Jan van Wyk suggested that the best way to open 
dialogue with DoL at the highest level was for LIASA to 
invite the new Chief Inspector Mr Thobile Lamati to our 
next meeting on Friday 14th August. Dr Kleinhans 
undertook to effect this invitation as a matter of absolute 
urgency, which will be channeled through Deputy Chief Mr 
Monyaki.     
 
 
 
 
 

Next Lift Inspectors Course 2009 
 
 
LIRC took notice that a Mr. Jan van Zyl has now been 
appointed as Head of the Mechanical Engineering Division 
of Tshwane University of Technology. We are yet to meet 
Mr Van Zyl but colleague Willem du Toit has undertaken 
to follow up with him for the next available Lift Inspector 
Regulations’ course. It was thought that there are probably 
sufficient candidates to still run two and possibly even three 
courses this year. We will keep you informed of 
prospective dates as soon as these become available. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
We regularly make a special request for technical 
bulletins and/or information of national interest to 
our members with little or no response!  
 
In spite of work pressure, these technical committees 
made up of your senior RLI’s, give unselfishly of 
their time and effort at zero compensation, other 
than self satisfaction for a job well done. 
 

 
 
 
    
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EDUCOM COMMUNICATIONS 
 
We invite any reader of EDUCOM to contact the Editor with any 
question that they may have, reply to any external edition or any 
newsworthy item that can enrich our CPD. This is your 
association’s educational newsletter.  

LIASA’s contact logistics where you speak to  
Bonnie, Jenny or Theo is: 

                             PO Box 899,  Southdale,  2135 
E-Mail: iliasa@zamail.co.za

Office: (011) 432-1027 
Telefax: (011) 432-0235 

 
The Editor has taken all steps possible to ensure that the above 
information is totally accurate.  We cannot however be held 
responsible for any act or omission arising out of The EDUCOM as 
regards incomplete or incorrect information. 

                                                                          The Editor 

mailto:iliasa@abcxyz.co.za

